
9. String one melon bead onto one

head pin, followed by one 4mm

bead cap. Form simple loop.

Repeat twice.

10. String one 6mm bead onto one

head pin, followed by one 5mm

bead cap. Form simple loop.

Repeat 5 times.

11. Open one jump ring and attach

to link close to center of chain.

Before closing jump ring add

charm. Close jump ring.

12. Attach bead dangles along chain

as desired.

Blossom Wrap 
Bracelet
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Instructions
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Lush, floral adornment

1. Determine size of bracelet

desired, (11" cord strands will

create an approximately 7"

bracelet) then cut 3 equal strands

of leather in desired length.

2. If using adhesive, apply into

opening of one end cap then

insert one end of all three cords.

Allow to dry. If crimping, insert

one end of all three cords into

one end cap, then grasp cap at

one side with wide part of chain

nose plier jaws and squeeze

firmly. Repeat at other side of

cap. Check to make sure all three

cords are secure and repeat

crimping if necessary.

TIP: Use adhesive to connect the 
cords and end caps, or crimp with 
pliers. 

3. Making sure cords are straight

and not over-lapped, repeat Step

2 with second end cap at other

end of cords.

4. Open one jump ring and attach

to loop of one end cap. Before

closing jump ring attach loop of

clasp ring. Close jump ring.

5. Open one jump ring and attach

to loop of other end cap. Before

closing attach end link of chain

segment. Close jump ring.

6. Open one jump ring and attach

to other end of chain. Close jump

ring.

7. Open one jump ring and attach to

jump ring placed in Step 6. Before

closing add clasp bar. Close jump

ring.

8. String one faceted spacer onto

one head pin, followed by one

teacup bead. Form simple loop.

Repeat twice.

Supplies 
2     Blossom End Cap (94-5835-26)
1     Lg Blossom Charm (94-2548-26)
1     Keepsake Clasp (94-6015-26)
3     Scalloped Bead Cap, 4mm 
       (94-5596-26)
6     Petal Bead Cap, 5mm 
       (94-5598-26)
3     Faceted Spacer, 3mm 
       (93-0422-26)

12    Head Pin, 21ga, 2" (01-0028-09)
5      Oval Jump Ring, 20 Gauge  
        4x3mm ID (01-0018-09)
1½" 6x4mm Brass Cable Chain 
        (20-0425-26)
40"   2mm round cord
3      6mm Czech faceted beads
3    4mm Czech melon beads
3    4mm Teacup beads  
3    6mm pearl beads

Required Tools
Scissors, chain nose pliers (2), 
round nose pliers, flush cutters 
jewelry adhesive (optional)

Finished Size
Varies

skill set
not too hard
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Watch the technique videos in the 
DIY section of our blog (look for 
videos on jump rings and simple 
loops).

www.tierracast.com/blog/tag/diy


